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CheckUP

Teams on the Run
Why they compete in the
Marathon for Via together,
page 8

Focus on Pride

The Power of One
It takes just one person to start something
good, and a team to make it happen
Have you ever seen the “Where in the World is Matt?” video on YouTube? It
features a man who visits dozens of places around the globe. In each location,
he dances—and passersby stop, watch him and then begin dancing without any
prodding. The dance bridges different cultures and languages. I call it The Power
of One—it takes one person to start something good.
When we played the video
during a recent Leader-toLeader meeting, Lehigh
Valley Hospital–Muhlenberg
administrator Gail Stern
displayed The Power of
One—she began to dance.
Soon her colleagues joined in,
reminding us that it takes a
team of people to make a true
impact. That's what they're
doing in the photo here too
(left). If others hadn’t followed
Gail’s lead, she would have
been dancing alone, and the
significance of the moment would have been lost. The same goes for Matt; his
video would never have become a sensation had he danced solo.
Inside this CheckUp you’ll see how The Power of One sparked an idea, and how
teams made it reality. There’s transcription services director Suzanne Goodell,
whose colleagues pulled together to improve transcription turnaround time (see
story on page 10). It started with Suzanne’s idea to establish new turnaround-time
goals and continued when colleagues embraced the challenge. Now they receive
praise from physicians and are motivated to work even harder.
Another great example is exercise physiologist Angie Johnson, who pulled together
a relay team to participate in the Lehigh Valley Health Network Marathon for
Via (see story on page 8). She just started running last year and was thrilled to
complete her leg of the 2009 race. She knew she wanted to compete again this
year, so she rallied her team. She says it’s a great feeling to see so many people
come together to help others.
That’s what it’s all about—one idea adopted by many, creating positive change.
All of us have The Power of One within. If you see something that needs to be
changed, use your power to get the ball rolling.
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Added layer of care—This advanced patient-monitoring system enables intensivists like Matthew McCambridge, M.D., to monitor the condition of patients
in our intensive care units, every night of the year.

We’re Saving Lives!
Research shows critical care patients benefit from our health network’s services
Did you know that our health network’s use of health information technology and videoconferencing to connect doctors
and ICU patients saves lives? The proof came in a recent
study conducted by chief of critical care medicine Matthew
McCambridge, M.D., and other health network colleagues.
The study, published in April’s Archives of Internal Medicine,
found that telemedicine, combined with 24/7 direct
intensivist physician supervision, significantly lowers death
rates by nearly 30 percent and decreases ventilator use in
critically ill patients. “These results are significant because
they show that by implementing advanced intensive care
unit (AICU) technologies with intensive care, we are saving
lives,” McCambridge says.
McCambridge served as one of the study’s lead investigators,
along with Kari Jones, Ph.D., Hannah Paxton, R.N., Kathy
Baker, R.N., and Jeff Etchason, M.D., all of community
health, and Elliot Sussman, M.D., our health network’s
president and chief executive officer. The team compared
patient data pre-AICU and then after the implementation
of the AICU.

What’s inside the AICU?
It’s an off-site location that allows intensivists and critical
care nurses to monitor patients from 7 p.m. to 7 a.m. every
day, helping provide the highest level of care 24/7. From the
lvhn.org
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AICU, caregivers can talk with bedside caregivers, patients
and families through two-way audio and video. They also can
review PACS images, lab results, enter physician orders via
CAPOE—all of the same things they can do at the bedside.
It doesn’t replace bedside care, because our health network
continues to have the same number of caregivers at a patient’s
bedside. It provides an added, higher layer of care to help
detect problems earlier and provide faster treatment. This
reduces complications, shortens hospital stays and saves lives.
The research from our AICU contrasts with previously
published studies (from the Journal of the American Medical
Association) that concluded telemonitoring made little or no
difference in mortality and complication outcomes for critical
care patients. According to McCambridge, the earlier research
allowed a patient’s physician to choose how much an intensivist
would be involved in delivering direct patient care. Our study
required all patients to have direct care from an intensivist
both day and night.
“We hope these results will provide evidence to encourage
other health care providers to invest in AICU technology,”
McCambridge says. “This technology, along with education
of intensivist physicians, will truly make a difference in the
quality of patient care and save lives.”
–Amy Koch
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The Mini-Makeover Mission
We’re doing some sprucing up so patients and visitors feel comfortable
On “Extreme Makeover: Home Edition,” houses are demolished and rebuilt so families
can feel comfortable in their dream homes. Although not as drastic, “we’re doing minimakeovers to enhance the hospital environment for patients, family members and guests,”
says Tim Docherty, environmental health and safety manager, and co-project leader. It's
part of our Patient-Centered Experience (PCE) 2016, a 10-year initiative to enhance all
patients’ experiences.
To find areas that need refurbishing, a group of colleagues from facilities and construction,
engineering, senior management, patient care services and general services goes to the
Gemba monthly. “We visit units with low Press Ganey scores in room décor, cleanliness,
noise level and comfort of visitors,” says Jim Geiger, senior vice president of operations and
co-project leader. “They’re typically in older areas of the hospital.”
These mini-makeovers will result in a better hospital experience for patients and visitors,
and a more pleasant working environment for staff.

Tear down these walls
In the pediatrics department, the
wallpaper was peeling, and parents
of children (like 6-year-old Jossy of
Stroudsburg, right) felt cold while
sitting on the couch. The solution:
reinsulate the walls. To minimize
inconvenience, we remodeled two
rooms at a time, gutting walls, adding
insulation and installing mold-resistant
drywall. Anti-microbial paint and new window blinds added the
finishing touches. We remained cost-effective by having engineering
colleagues do the work on all 20 rooms.

Scrub that shower
Over the years, a buildup of cleaning products on shower floors
can make them appear dirty, even when they’ve just been cleaned.
Instead of replacing 93 Pool Pavilion shower floors at a cost of
$1,700 each, we’re giving them an intense cleaning. General services
colleagues are using a stain-removing product to make the shower
floors look new. Going forward, each shower will be inspected
quarterly to identify those in need of attention.

Be very, very quiet
When you’re a patient, it’s tough
to rest when announcements are
made and it’s noisy outside your
room. We’re doing something
about it. We’re testing ways to
dampen the “bang” of arriving
pneumatic tube canisters.
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Shared success plan
Fiscal Year 2010
Third Quarter Results

Help us reach
our goals!

Our FY 10 Goals
You play a vital role
Threshold (Good)
in helping us meet
Target (Better)
our overall patient
Maximum (Best)
satisfaction and
cost-per-case goals.
If your hard work helps us meet these goals and our
health network’s overall financial goals by the fourth
quarter, you may be rewarded.

At Lehigh Valley Hospital–Muhlenberg, we worked with the
Bethlehem Fire Department to reduce the number of sounding
alarms from 10 to three when a fire alarm is pulled. We’re also
exploring ways to limit overhead trauma and MI alert pages, and
make nighttime announcements less intrusive.

Patient
Satisfaction

Today and tomorrow
When the PCE team notices things that need fixing, like a missing
vertical blind slat or burned out light bulb, they take action. “When
you see similar items needing attention in your work area, please
submit a work order request to engineering,” Geiger says. In the
coming months, the PCE team will travel the health network
looking for areas in need of a mini-makeover. They also will look at
ways to make our hospital lobbies more patient- and visitor-friendly.

89

92

88.69

88.00

91

88.19

88

90

87.70

No more nicks

89

In hospital hallways, it’s inevitable
that wheelchairs and carts will ding
the walls. These dents and scratches
are eyesores to patients and visitors.
Instead of constantly repairing the
walls, we're fixing the problemprone areas permanently by
installing bump-resistant material.

87

88

We’re exceeding our threshold (good) goal.

Cost
Per Case
(lower is better)

93

92

$14,100

Our ‘outside eyes’

$14,020
$13,950
$13,880

$14,000

92
Members of our PCE
91 Advisory Council (a group of former patients,
family members and community leaders) give us feedback about
how we can make our PCE projects even more successful.91Here are
some of their ideas we’ll
90 implement as part of our mini-makeover
project.
90

$13,900
$13,800
90

92

$13,700
$13,600

“Invite former patients
89 to go on monthly rounds.”
-Virginia Knapp89

$13,500

91

$13,790

89
$13,400

“Place response cards 88
in rooms so patients can report things
that need fixing.”
-Pam Bechtel

88

$13,300

90

We’re exceeding our maximum (best) goal.

88

89

88

–Rick Martuscelli
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What Reform Means to You
Answers to questions you may have about the new Act
and its affect on our health network
After months of debate, health care reform is here.
The recently enacted Patient Protection and
Affordable Care Act sets a framework for changes
that will be implemented over the next four years. In
this Q&A, we explore what the Act means for you as
a health network colleague:

Q: What’s in the Act?

A presidential welcome—Lehigh Valley Health Network president and chief executive
officer Elliot Sussman, M.D. (far left), discussed health care reform with President
Barack Obama (second from left) and members of the Association of American Medical
Colleges (AAMC) at the White House.

It provides affordable health insurance coverage for
the 32 million Americans (including more than
56,000 in Lehigh and Northampton counties) who
currently are uninsured. While the majority of the
Act focuses on insurance reform, it also includes
funding to experiment with new options in health
care delivery and payment. These experiments have
the potential to change the way health networks are
reimbursed for care.

The Act allows for some changes to take place as early as this September (calendar-year
plans, such as our Choice Plus plan, are not required to make changes until Jan. 1, 2011).
These first changes include extending coverage to adult children under age 26, ending
lifetime coverage limits and covering pre-existing conditions for children under age 19.
Many other changes, including covering pre-existing conditions for all, ending annual
coverage limits and covering preventive health services, won’t take effect until 2014.

Q: How does reform affect Choice Plus coverage for my family?
Choice Plus already provides coverage for primary care visits and preventive health items
such as immunizations, mammograms, well-baby care and gynecologic exams. The plan
also already prohibits denials for pre-existing conditions. None of that will change. The
biggest change for colleagues regards dependent coverage. Starting on Jan. 1, 2011,
Choice Plus will provide coverage to dependents under age 26 who do not receive
health benefits from another employer’s health plan. (The plan currently provides
that coverage to dependents under age 23.) “We will comply with the Act and will
notify colleagues of changes as soon as they are finalized,” says Mary Kay Grim,
senior vice president of human resources.

Q: How will reform affect our health network?
Caring for the newly insured will present challenges. One of the biggest
will be recruiting enough physicians, nurses and other specialists to
handle a potential influx of new patients. Long term, our regional
medical campus with the University of South Florida is aimed at
educating physicians—especially primary care
doctors—and keeping them in the Lehigh
Valley to practice.
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Changes to EHMR and LastWord
Important information for clinicians
and caregivers
The systems you use to track electronic historic medical
records (EHMR) and patient charting will soon be upgraded.
Here’s what will change, and when:

Because all health networks will be asked to do more with less—and
will be reimbursed less—efficiency and quality will be hallmarks
of successful health networks in a reformed world. Being efficient
means continuing to pursue cost savings and process improvements
through the System for Partners in Performance Improvement.
Maintaining quality means continuing to be mindful of key
performance indictors—something our health network is already
doing well. In 2009, Lehigh Valley Hospital ranked first in overall
inpatient mortality among the 100-plus teaching hospitals listed
by the University Health Consortium. That’s a group that includes
hospitals such as Johns Hopkins and Yale.

• McKesson to Hyland OnBase—Currently,
McKesson’s Horizon Patient Folder houses our
patients’ EHMR (the official legal medical record).
Starting in late July, we’ll upgrade to a new system—
Hyland OnBase—that will offer improvements. For
example, physicians will have new “work list” options
to better track dictations, signatures and queries. The
second phase of the Hyland OnBase rollout—set for
later in the calendar year—will enable changes in
transcriptions to be accessed directly from Centricity
(see below).

Q: Did our health network have any say in reform
or its impact?

• LastWord to Centricity—LastWord currently includes
computerized physician order entry (CAPOE) and
barcode medication administration charting. It also
provides the support structure for our other clinical
computer systems. Upgrading to Centricity will allow
for improved Windows-like navigation. It offers other
benefits too. For example, Centricity will allow caregivers to list an unlimited number of patient allergies;
LastWord limits a patient’s allergy list to 10. The
Centricity upgrade will occur on Sept. 10.

Yes. President Barack Obama invited members of the Association
of American Medical College’s (AAMC) Board of Directors—
including our health network’s president and chief executive
officer, Elliot Sussman, M.D.—to the White House. They met six
days before the reform bill became law. “The president spent the
majority of the time asking questions and listening to our ideas
about things that need to be done next with reform,” Sussman says.

Q: What are the next steps?
“Reform will be an ongoing process,” says Mary Ensslin, our health
network’s vice president of government and legislative affairs. The
Act provides a framework; health networks, insurers and even
patients will need to determine the best way to operate within that
framework. That includes defining many of the specifics of the Act
through the regulatory and rulemaking process. As is the norm with
this type of legislation, people and organizations will be given the
opportunity to offer comments before such definitions
are finalized.
–Kyle Hardner
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The Team That Runs Together….
Has fun together! These teams are competing in the
Marathon for Via, and you can too.

You love the outdoors. You enjoy the camaraderie of your co-workers. You can’t resist
the lure of a late-summer day along the scenic Lehigh Parkway or in Bethlehem’s historic
quarter.
If you fit this description, then the Lehigh Valley Health Network Marathon for Via on
Sept. 12 could be perfect for you. If you’re concerned you can’t make a 26.2-mile run, you
can enlist the help of your co-workers, friends or family members and form a relay team.
Here’s how two teams did it last year—and are planning to return to run this year:

Fit for Life
(R-l) Healthy You Fitness Center exercise physiologist
Angie Johnson and her friends, Ashley and Megan Jensen
and Pam Wassel, and father, Eric Feinstein.

How we got started:
I (Angie) always wanted to race with my father, so I
started running early last year. Because all our female
team members are exercise physiologists, staying fit is
important to us. So when we heard about the marathon, we saw a great opportunity to get together, get
some exercise and give back to the community.

How we stay motivated:
My father has been running the longest, so he was our
biggest cheerleader last year when we ran as a team for
the first time. Not only did he run his leg of the race,
but he ran with me to keep me going strong. I would
never have finished without him.

Why we compete:
At the finish line last year we were hot, exhausted and felt some
pain, but we knew immediately we wanted to run again this year.
It’s very heartwarming to see so many people come together for a
great cause. Seeing the smiles on the faces of people with disabilities
who benefit from Via’s services is a huge motivation for all of us.
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Sign Up!
You can form your own five-person team and join the
Lehigh Valley Health Network Marathon for Via. Each
relay leg ranges from 3.7 to 6.5 miles—far less effort than running the entire 26.2 miles on your own.
There are plenty of other ways to enjoy the race,
including:
• Running a half-marathon (13.1 miles)
• Participating in a 5K (3.1-mile) walk (You can
save money if you register as a team. Pets and
strollers are welcome.)

The Therathoners

• Volunteering by preparing the course, handing
water to passing runners, providing medical
care and more.

(L-r) Craig Souders, Lauren Garges, Jesse Schimmer, Eileen Coil
and Heather Hoffman

How we got started:
We all are runners and competitors. We all played team sports when
we were younger and don’t often have the opportunity to compete
as a group. It’s easier to find the energy and inspiration to run those
last few miles when others are counting on you.

Proceeds benefit Via of the Lehigh Valley, which
provides services for local children and adults with
disabilities. Last year, more than 2,500 walkers and
runners raised more than $135,000—a 45 percent
increase over the prior year’s event.
To compete or volunteer, visit lvhn.org/marathon

How we stay motivated:
We want to win! The first year we competed, we came in first place.
Last year we finished second. This year we’re going to take back
our title. It’s all part of a friendly rivalry among the health network
teams. To stay focused, our team joined an online training group
with a runners’ magazine. It keeps us updated on everyone’s times
and progress so we can encourage each other as needed.

Why we compete:
We love to practice what we preach. Health and wellness are at the core of our work, and we always encourage our patients to get out and get moving. Competing
in the marathon helps us set a good example.
–Amy Hines
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Streamlining the Flow
Health information management makes changes to
improve patient flow and our finances
You may not be familiar with health information management, but the department is an essential part
of our health network’s success. Without quality-focused medical coders, we wouldn’t be reimbursed for
patient care, and without accurate, time-conscious medical transcriptionists, it would take physicians
longer to care for and discharge patients. Recently, these two groups streamlined their work. The result?
Improved hospital cash flow and reduced average length of stay. Here’s how they did it.

Coding
When the economic downturn began, colleagues in our
medical coding and clinical outcomes department looked at
the big picture of how they fit into our organization. “We
wanted to ensure that we were applying lean tools and
operating as efficiently as possible,” director Carolyn Murphy
says. “Coding sustains hospital cash flow, so we knew that any
improvements we could make would have a positive impact
on overall finances.” They strived to meet a goal of increasing
productivity by more than 20 percent, while simultaneously
eliminating $300,000 in outsourced coding services annually,
without hiring any new employees.
To accomplish this, they reviewed their productivity statistics,
evaluated benchmarking and looked into technology improvements. “As we reviewed the data, we felt we could make some
positive changes in our work processes,” Murphy says. So
they implemented standard work and created Intensity Level
Coding, a variation of specialty coding based on categorizing
hospital units by complexity of coding. Coders improved their
productivity by five minutes per medical record, and their
quality has improved. “Everyone on our team worked hard to
make it successful,” Murphy says.

1 0
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Transcription
After Suzanne Goodell, director of transcription services/outpatient records, queried physicians about turnaround time for
dictated medical reports, she knew it was time for change. The
average turnaround time was less than 24 hours; the doctors
wanted to slash it in half for certain reports.
Her team analyzed the current conditions and realized that,
to make the goal a reality, schedules would need to be rearranged. “We learned we were overstaffed on Mondays and
Fridays; understaffed on weekends,” Goodell says. “It wasn’t
easy, but colleagues stepped up to the plate and chose to work
an expanded weekend shift.” The department also discussed
scheduling issues and shifted day and evening schedules to
meet proper staffing levels.
The outcome: improved turnaround times, leading to more efficient inpatient care and a 0.2 day length-of-stay reduction for
patients who received consultations. “Some physicians even ask
if the department hired more transcriptionists because they’re
getting their reports so quickly,” Goodell says. “Comments like
that motivate all of us to make the turnaround time better.”
–Amy Koch
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FLOOR SUPPORT
including SOCIAL HUB
OPEN WORKSPACE
including workstations
SOCIAL HUB
MEETING ROOMS
FLEXIBLE/CUSTOMIZABLE
ROOMS
OPEN MEETING AREAS
BUSINESS CENTER
BUILDING CORE AND
RESTROOMS
VISIBILITY WALLS
ART WALLS

SOCIAL HUB

Our Mack Move by the Numbers
Your participation in a study and survey helps us
create a better workplace
It was called Mack Truck World Headquarters. We’re calling
it Mack Boulevard, and 1,000 colleagues are moving in. This
will transform the way we work and create improved efficiency,
collaboration, appropriate privacy and a more pleasant work
atmosphere.
Before designing our new workspace, DEGW—consultants
skilled at creating alternative work environments—observed,
talked to and surveyed colleagues about their current workspace and how it could be improved. “The survey had an
80 percent response rate, DEGW’s highest ever,” says Brian
Hardner, vice president, facilities and construction. “It shows
colleagues are engaged and excited about creating the best
work environment.”
Here’s how we’ll use DEGW’s findings to transform our work
environment:

85%: Time spent in individual workspace
(e.g., cubicle or workstation)
This tells us we can do a better job collaborating with colleagues. To do so, we’ll use an open floor plan. Each department will be located in a “neighborhood” near other departments with which it works closely. This will improve teamwork
and provide space for visibility walls (places to post progress
toward meeting department and network goals).

56%: Time enclosed offices are empty
When colleagues are in an office, they’re working on the computer 91 percent of the time and rarely collaborating privately
with colleagues. That’s why assigning enclosed office space to
colleagues isn’t necessary at Mack Boulevard. Instead, we’ll
lvhn.org
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have “focus booths” on each floor. They can be used by one
colleague to work in a concentrated manner, or two colleagues
to discuss a private matter.

19%: Time conference rooms are used
Currently, meeting spaces are underutilized. Plus, getting a
room that is the right size and equipped with the necessary
technology is difficult. Each Mack floor (which is the size of a
football field) will have informal meeting tables and conference
rooms of various sizes to accommodate anywhere from four
to 10 people. Mack’s lower level will be a “collaboration hub.”
Branded with our logo and colors, it will include spaces for
education, training and events.

56%: Colleagues who feel a sense of community
in the workplace
Mack’s “social hubs” will add a buzz to the workplace. Located
at the center of each floor, they’ll be a place for you to interact
and collaborate with colleagues in a casual or dynamic environment. Social hubs will have a refrigerator, countertops, small
kitchen appliances and comfortable seating. You’ll also bump
into colleagues at the business center on each floor, which is
where copiers and office supplies will be located.
Want to get all the Mack Boulevard news? Visit the
intranet (lvh.com) and click on the Mack Boulevard ad.
You’ll be linked to a site that contains a video, glossary of
terms, talking points and Q&A about our Mack Boulevard
move. Post your questions and get answers within 48 hours.
–Rick Martuscelli
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BE AN

ADVOCATE

Got an Opinion About
CheckUp ? Tell us!
From May 20 through June 16, you’ll have the opportunity to tell
us what you think about CheckUp. Take our survey at http://www.
surveymonkey.com/s/SB3Y76F. We want to know what you like about
CheckUp, what you think could be improved, and how we can best
interact with you.
Complete the survey for a chance to win a prize—one of six $20 gift
certificates good toward either Healthy You Center programs or Youthful
You Institute services!

She’s an Advocate
When Beth Hartline felt numbness, tingling and weakness in her hand, she turned to her colleagues at Neurosurgical Associates, where she works as a medical assistant. An MRI found a
herniated disc pressing on her nerves and spinal cord. “I didn’t want surgery, but knew I would risk
permanent damage without it,” Hartline says. Two weeks after neurosurgeon Chris Lycette, M.D.,
removed the herniated disc, Hartline was back to work. Now she talks to patients with similar
symptoms who are apprehensive about having surgery. “When they see how well I am doing,
it relieves their anxiety,” she says. “It makes them feel more confident about having surgery.”
Are you an advocate for our health network? If so, call 610-402-3175 or e-mail Richard.
Martuscelli@lvh.com and share your story in CheckUp.

The Buzz in Our Community
What our fans are saying

• Philadelphia Eagles linebacker Jeremiah Trotter visited our Regional
Burn Center and met with pediatric burn patients and survivors
along with staff. The Morning Call, The Express Times and 69 News
(WFMZ-TV) covered the visit.

The Wall
Displaying 3 of 70 wall posts.

• Breast Health Services medical director Greg Harper, M.D., was
featured in a Morning Call article about the National Cancer
Institute selecting Lehigh Valley Hospital as a member of its
Community Cancer Center Program.

Alice M. David wrote on April 19
LVHN, my hospital of choice!
Liza Gould wrote on April 13
My sweet daughter…was thrilled to see the dogs from pet
therapy and have her pictures in the paper! Thank you LVHN
for having the care we need close to home!
Nicole Ritter wrote on April 6
I loved everyone I came in contact with at LVH-Cedar Crest
when I delivered my first son. I’ve never met such caring,
amazing people!
Join the conversation at facebook.com/lvhealthnetwork
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• Chief information officer Harry Lukens, director of clinical
applications Lori Yackanicz, OB/GYN, Michael Sheinberg, M.D.,
director of internal medicine and community practices Edgardo
Maldonado, M.D., and pediatrician Donald Levick, M.D., were
interviewed by The Morning Call about the integration of electronic
medical records.
• Trauma surgeon Bob Barraco, M.D., was a guest of WFMZ-TV’s
News at Sunrise to discuss safe driving during prom season.
–Matthew Burns
See the latest media coverage at lvhn.org/news.
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A Guide to Our Care
National Cancer Institute
Comes to Our Health Network
Lehigh Valley Hospital's Cancer Center has been selected by the National
Cancer Institute (NCI) to join the NCI Community Cancer Centers Program
(NCCCP). This select group of only 30 cancer centers in the U.S. will
bring new treatments to our patients and improve access to cancer care for
underserved members of our community.

First in the World Spine Surgery
Neurosurgeon Chris Lycette, M.D., recently performed a monumental
spinal fusion procedure. He placed a three-level titanium device (right) in
a patient who had three degenerated cervical discs. This is the first patient
worldwide to undergo this particular procedure. The device requires just
one screw for each level, meaning a smaller incision, less blood loss and less
retraction of vocal chords to access the spine.

A Full-service Heart Hospital
Family and friends in the Bethlehem area can benefit from the full range
of heart care services provided at Lehigh Valley Hospital–Muhlenberg.
Specialists at the hospital’s Regional Heart Center perform heart surgery,
cardiac catheterizations, angioplasties and procedures to correct electrical
problems of the heart. MI Alert for Heart Attacks (our fast heart attack care
program) and cardiac rehabilitation services also are provided here.

Be Prepared for Travel Abroad
Planning a trip out of the country this summer? Keystone Travel Medicine
can help ensure you’ll have a healthy vacation. Depending on the country,
you may need vaccinations against yellow fever, hepatitis A and B, typhoid
or other conditions. Our travel medicine specialists will review your travel
plans and develop a care plan just for you.

Promoting Safe Driving
All drivers should put down their cell phone, avoid distractions from
passengers and stay focused on the road. We constantly reinforce
this important message, especially during prom season, through our
Distracted Driver Program. Our trauma experts visit local schools to
explain what drivers can do to avoid being in an accident. For more
information, call 610-402-CARE.
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what’s happening

Nominate Your Star for a
Service Excellence Award
Now is your chance to recognize colleagues who do amazing things
by nominating them for a Star Celebration Service Excellence Award.
These awards recognize colleagues who demonstrate exceptional
customer service, work efficiently, design creative reward and
recognition programs, perform community service, go the extra mile,
and more.
To submit a nomination form, visit the human resources
intranet website (hr.lvh.org) and click on “Employee Resources,”
“Recognition,” and “Service Excellence Awards.” Recipients will be
selected by the Reward and Recognition Committee and honored at
the Star Celebration gala on Sept. 10 at the Holiday Inn, Fogelsville.

Pride in Our People
International education
Since the late Mark Young, M.D., former chair of community health, traveled to
Kenya to support the opening of Moi University School of Medicine, we’ve hosted
Kenyan medical students. This year, Wanyoike Jefferson Mwangi (standing, right,
with Frank Moyes, D.O.) and Dennis Odhiambo Otieno (seated, left, with Tim
Friel, M.D.) spent five weeks with us. The experience they gained during clinical
rotations will help them provide a higher level of care to Kenyan citizens. This
medical exchange program also allowed eight of our physicians to travel to Kenya to
gain a different perspective on delivering care.

Trauma: Behind the Scenes
More than 150 people got an insider’s view of how we provide trauma care during this
years’ Mini Medical School, an annual event during which colleagues teach community
members about interesting health care topics. On the last night of the four-night event,
participants learned how we respond when disaster strikes. They toured a mobile surge
hospital, MedEvac helicopter, and local ambulances, saw a decontamination drill and
listened to colleagues explain how we care for disaster victims.

Sushi surgeons

Photo courtesy of Komé
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Which of our surgeons is the best chef? You can decide during a competition at
Komé, a Japanese restaurant at the Promenade Shops at Saucon Valley. Each month,
two surgeons will create an appetizer. Patrons will vote for their favorite. Komé is
donating 20 percent of the night’s receipts to our health network. The first-place
surgeon gets 60 percent of the funds earmarked for his or her department; 40 percent
goes to the second-place surgeon. In the first cook-off, colon rectal surgeon Linda
Lapos, M.D., defeated cardiothoracic surgeon Ray Singer, M.D. The second cook-off
will take place on May 25 and feature Mark Li, M.D., Mike Pasquale, M.D., Darryn
Shaff, M.D., and Randy Wojcik, M.D. Call 610-798-9888 for reservations.
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Schedule

Service Stars of the Month

For more details on classes (including times, locations and costs), call
610-402-CARE or visit lvhn.org/checkup.

Culture of Wellness

June 18 – Safe Sitter Class

Starting June 1 –
Breastfeeding Baby

Starting June 19 – Prepared
Childbirth, One Day

Starting June 1 – CardioStrength Combo

Starting June 21 –
Interval Express

Starting June 1 and June 2 –
Strength Class

June 22 – UV Facial Skin
Analysis Seminar

Starting June 1 and 3 – Yodates

Starting June 24 – Balanced
Fitness

Starting June 2 – Exercise for Life
Starting June 2 – Zumba
Starting June 3 – Prepared
Childbirth Series
Starting June 3 – Zumba
Starting June 4 – Gym
Class for Kids
Starting June 5 – Baby Care
one day
Starting June 7 – Belly Dancing
for Fun and Fitness Intro
Starting June 7 –
Bollywood Dance

Starting June 24 – Chisel
June 24 – Pregnancy 101 Congratulations on Your
Pregnancy and Welcome!
Starting June 24 –
Energizing Yoga
June 26 and 27 – Prepared
Childbirth, Friday, Saturday Session
Starting June 28 –
Breastfeeding Baby
June 29 – Safe Sitter
Starting June 30 – Staying Strong

June 7 – Parent Workshop - Dad’s
Guide to Great Fatherhood

Benefits

Starting June 7 – Monday
Morning Moms Breastfeeding
Support

Special Events

Starting June 7 – Relaxing Yoga

Employee Discounts

Starting June 7 – Zumba
Starting June 9 and 10 –
Everyday Tai Chi
June 9 – CPR Family and Friends
June 11 – Car Seat Check
Starting June 15 – Baby
Care Class
June 15 – Beauty for Life: Skin
Care and Injectibles

Refer a Physician, Earn $500
June 15, 16, and 17–
VALIC Retire @ Ease
Check out the “sweet” Hershey
discounts at http://lvhwebcontent.
lvh.com/?id=1757&sid=1
Recreation Committee Days at
the IronPigs – Group tickets are
available for the following games:
July 2, Aug. 21, Sept. 5 Contact
Donna Stout 402-2482 for more
information.

Starting June 16 –
Parenting Series

Ruth Dennison, R.N., and Lehigh Valley
Hospital–Muhlenberg Cancer Center Colleagues
Nominated by Russell Blair, chaplain

Hematology-oncology colleagues knew Michael Carlough from his regular
treatments at Lehigh Valley Hospital–Muhlenberg’s Cancer Center. When
he began exhibiting signs of weight loss, they learned it was because he
lacked resources to purchase food. So colleagues provided him with food
and coupons, and even cared for his “family”—his cat, Princess.
Carlough’s condition worsened, and on Jan. 18, he called 9-1-1. He arrived
at the hospital’s emergency department, where hospice colleagues met him
and stood by his side until he passed away. Days later, colleagues learned his
body was never claimed, and no funeral services were planned.
To ensure Carlough would be remembered properly, Ruth Dennison, R.N.,
planned a memorial service and placed an obituary in The Morning Call.
Hematology-oncology and hospice colleagues shared stories about him.
Carlough’s friends from a support group—who learned of the service in the
newspaper—added their thoughts. Dennison posted pictures of Princess
in the chapel, and technical partner Iraida Romero adopted the cat. “Ruth
and the whole team shared his life and became like Michael’s family,” says
chaplain Russell Blair. “They live our passion for better medicine from the
heart.”
–Kyle Hardner

Things to remember when nominating a Service Star:
• Choose a colleague or a team of colleagues.
• Tell a story. Specifically explain how the colleague or team did
something extra special.
• You don’t have to provide direct patient care to be a Service
Star. All colleagues and teams can be nominated.
To nominate a star, go to the intranet at lvh.com. Go to the
“Find Fast” box and click on Service Star Nomination.

Congratulations to Award N
 ominees
Catherine Quinn, R.N., 7C
	Karen Bringhurst, R.N., labor and delivery
Bonnie Lynn, R.N., and neuroscience intensive care unit colleagues
Tammy Danner, Riverside Family Practice
Evelyn Petrash, physical medicine
Terri Everett, R.N., critical care float pool
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happy Anniversary	
June 2010
40 Years
Linda Foss
ASU-PACU/OR
Barbara Hetrick
5K Medical-Surgical
Carol Kovalchik
ASU-PACU/OR
Ann Kuhns
Acute Coronary
Care Unit

35 Years
Renae Barndt
Breast Health Services

30 Years
Reia Barber
Department of Medicine
Debra Belles
Center for Women’s
Medicine
Rob Bortz
Information Services
Vicki Curry
Transitional Living Center
Jane Dravuschak
Pediatric Clinic
Gary Guldin
Nurse Staffing Office
Mary Johnstone
Pharmacy
Barbara Larsen
5C Medical-Surgical
Linda Pagoda
Pre-Admission Testing
Gail Pitsko
Health Studies
Helene Scheirer
Invasive Cardiology
Cynthia Schneck
Behavioral Health
Mona Serfass
Surgical Staging
Monica Stevko
Progressive Coronary
Care Unit
Colleen Sutton
Regional Heart Center
Lesley Zakos
Medical Records

25 Years
Sabrina Amato
Pharmacy

Dianne Chomko
Nurse Staffing Office
Denise Estephan
Transitional Skilled Unit
Deborah Fellencer
6B Medical-Surgical
Sallie Fenstermaker
5B Medical-Surgical
Tracey Gallagher
Teleintensivist
Roberta Hower
Endocrine Testing
Rosemary King
Respiratory Care
Craig Laverty
Operating Room
Dawn Licari
Cardiology
Linda Miklich
Cancer Center
Terese Payung
Home Care
Mary Rheiner
Express Admissions Unit
Tracy Riccio
402-CARE
Maureen Smith
NSICU
Kelly Stivala
Short Stay Hospital
Lorraine Valeriano
NSICU
Charlene Weiss
Bed Management
Julia Westfall
7C Medical-Surgical
Janice Wieser
Labor and Delivery
Linda Zanolin
Acute Coronary Care Unit

20 Years
Mary Bechtold
Nurse Staffing Office
Terry Berger
Clinical Social Work
Rochelle Brunner
Case Management
Sharon Clark
4K Medical-Surgical
Deborah Corcoran
Case Management
Robin Dewalt-Brown
3A IPCU

Janice Fetchko
Pharmacy
Susan Gross
5C Medical-Surgical
Christine Heffernan
Radiation Therapy
Denise Kelly
Operating Room
Cynthia Kotch
Behavioral Health
Erika Linden
Labor and Delivery
Jennifer McCardle
PICU
Charles Nace
Finance
Andrea Ossiander
4CP Medical-Surgical
Kimberly Pambianchi
Wound Healing Center
Wendy Prutsman
Maternal-Fetal Medicine
Robert Reichard
Engineering
Jean Reinhart
Geriatrics
Jo Sabia
Home Care
Deana Sewald
NICU
Tracey Silfies
5C Medical-Surgical
Karen Slimmon
Family Health Center
Cindy Talago
TOHU
Kim Vaupel
5C Medical-Surgical
Gloria Wagner
Transitional Skilled Unit
Wayne Young
Diagnostic Radiology
Dawne Zaengle
LVPG

15 Years
Amy Burrows
Development
Kathleen Carriglitto
LVPG
Roger Long
Information Services
Vincent Tallarico
Regional Heart Center

Maureen Unser
Interventional Radiology

10 Years
Shirley Baumann
Short Stay Hospital
Ann Casterlin
Home Health Services
Cheryl Celia
Heart and Lung Surgeons
Marilyn Cofre
LVPG DiabetesEndocrinology
Susan Collier
Cardiac Float Pool
Maryann Cort
Rehab Services
Carol DeLeon
Information Services
Ralph Everett
Float Pool
Lisa Grim
Home Care
Peter Huber
Pharmacy
Anthony Jurgill
Supply Distribution Services
Carla Kalymun-Freed
Progressive Coronary
Care Unit
Julie Kaszuba
4K Medical-Surgical
Keri Keiser
Express Admissions Unit
Bethann Kretzman
Infection Control
Karen Kutner
Dept. of Surgery
Lisa March
MICU/SICU
Heather Masonheimer
Emergency Services
Anne McDonald
College Heights OB/GYN
Lynell Podorsky
Kidney Acquisition
Donna Predmore
Open Heart Unit
Jill Rickard
Mammography
Scott Smith
Finance
Kara Stahley
PACU

Andrea Storm
3A IPCU
Lydia Turtzo
Diagnostic Radiology
Suzanne Vesely
Burn Outpatient Program
Beata Wirth
TOHU
Lori Wittner
Operating Room
Lori Zeigler
Operating Room
Alfonsina Zolynski
Cancer Center

5 Years
Michael Abboud
PGME-Surgery
Ellen Allen
6T Medical-Surgical
Meredith Anderson
Trauma Registry
Glenn Auman
Security
Shaune Barnickel
Emergency Services
Elizabeth Billie
Regional Heart Center
Christine Blaine
PGME-Surgery
Joyce Bogusky
Pastoral Care
Kristin Bresnan
OACIS
Irene Buchert
ICU
Courtney Burans
Maternal-Fetal Medicine
Matthew Burns
Public Affairs
Rosemary Cerimele
Risk Management
Michael Chomko
ASU-PACU/OR
Nicole Christman
5B Medical-Surgical
Robin Christman
Home Care
Brian Costello
LV Physicians Practice
Erika Cowan
Home Care
Timothy Coyle
PGME-Medicine

Yessenia Cuevas
3A IPCU
Christopher Cutitta
PGME Cardiology Fellowship
Amy Depuy
College Heights OB/GYN
Elizabeth Dideon Hess
Dept. of Psychiatry
Jeanne Dietrick
Nursing Float Pool
Kathleen Duckworth
PACU
Gabrielle Dyszel
Nursing Float Pool
Patricia Emerick
Division of Education
Julie Faulend
Hemodialysis Center
Judith Font
Information Services
Susana Garcia
NSICU
Tamatha Garman
Radiology
Kristen Gaumer
NSICU
Jodi Geosits
PACU
April Getz
4T Medical-Surgical
Tiffany Grebe
7A - Neuroscience Unit
Kelly Haraske
Emergency Services
Keith Hartman
Emergency Services
Lindsey Hayde
MICU/SICU
Holly Hearn
MICU/SICU
Sandra Heffelfinger
Breast Health Services
Glenda Hernandez
TOHU
Amy Hess
CECE Center
Kimberly Hill
Progressive Coronary
Care Unit
Susan Hitchings
ICU
Jerry Howard
PGME-Surgery
Danielle Hricak
Emergency Services

Rachel Hutteman
Operating Room
Corrine Hyman
Emergency Services
Shae Kline
Emergency Services
Amy Koons
TOHU
Mary Krum
LVPG
Matthew Leclair
Division of Education
Scott Leroux
Emergency Services
Tracey Lightner
ICU
Thomas Lonergan
Finance
Holly Mangold
Transitional Skilled Unit
Nicole Maranki
ABC Family Pediatricians
Rick Martuscelli
Marketing & Public Affairs
Meghan McDonell
Perinatal Unit
Melissa Metzgar
Respiratory Care Services
Jacqueline Millsap
4K Medical-Surgical
Jennifer Mistysyn
Maternal-Fetal Medicine
Kellie Mitchell
ICU
Susan Mitchell
Nursing Float Pool
Candace Neiman
5B Medical-Surgical
Patrick O'Neil
Muhlenberg Primary Care
Craig Onori
Support Services
Elizabeth Oswalt
Medical Records
Patricia Paton
NSICU
Jarret Patton
Pediatric Clinic
Raymond Peters
Acute Coronary Care Unit
Kathy Picca
Emergency Services
Dawn Pingyar
5T Medical-Surgical

Suzanne Rajjoub Basha
OB/GYN Associates
Brenda Raudenbush
Neurology
Kathy Reichard
Operating Room
Lori Rice
7B Medical-Surgical
Sotero Rodriguez
Nursing Float Pool
Andraya Rowan
4CP Medical-Surgical
Michael Russo
Emergency Services
Tammy Sandt
4T Medical-Surgical
Rebecca Schaad
Transitional Trauma Unit
Christiane Schantz
Neurology
Lori Schiffert
Pharmacy
Carol Sharadin
Trexlertown Medical Center
Vanessa Sherrer
ICU
Jessica Sivillo
Security
Georgeanne Smith
Cancer Center
Katherine Stackhouse
Home Care
Jennifer Strohl
Nursing Float Pool
Erik Teicher
PGME-Surgery
Robert Tomsho
Emergency Services
Alice Tromble
PGME-Surgery
Jason Troutman
Emergency Services
Elaine Walsh
Rehab Services
Marla Wehrheim
Center for Profesional
Excellence
Deborah Wendling
Medical Records
Kathleen Wesser
Pharmacy
Tara Wisniewski
Emergency Services

